


























m Currency/Dmposit ratio &tgJ 

-%A0 (1) > 0.15 0.50 m e  
- 

* If th. public Urnem no checking deposit. a t  a l l ,  c = C/D hcumeaa 

** The multiglirr beeones in f in i t e ly  large 8% f and c both ap- 

preach 6. 





Reserve Requirements, 201 0 

Trarrsarrtions (checking) deposits 

$1 0.7-55.2 million* * * 3% 

Cment setting Discretionary 
Setting Range 

555.2 million up*** lo%* 

Savings and time deposits 0%* * 

Eurocurrency liabilities 0% 

Top rate on Transactions deposits reduced from 12% 4/92. 
* * Reserve requirements on savings and time deposits eliminated 1 2/90. 
*** Reserve requirements for each bank increase progressively with size of h k .  
Brackets indexed annually by 80% of change in total tesehraHe liabilities (0% bracket) 
or in total transactions deposits (3% bracket). 

Graduated reserve requirement act as a progrgssive tax on banks, favors 
small banks. 

Means average reserve requirement Ias than top ( I@!)  reserve requirement. 











Sweeps grew rapidly after 1995 : 

Data Source: http://r~atcR.~t~cntisfed.~ts/~tcg/swdat~.htm~ 

But Fed does not require banks to report Sweep Accounts 
separately from MMDAs. 

Best data are only for cumulative new conversions of conventional 
accounts to Sweep accounts, not include gro-s 
were converted. 
L- - 

Slowdown after 2000 must understate actual growth in Sweeps, 

Even M1 -S mav understate narrow Monev Stock since 2000. 



















 

 

Interest on Bank Reserves 

 

 Pre-2008: 

 

  Fed pays no interest on Reserve Deposits 

 

   Banks keep RX to minimum via Fed Funds Mkt, 

 

   fR acts as a small tax on D, increases seigniorage 

 

      
   

       
 fairly stable, M predictable 

 

 Since 10/08 (authorized by TARP Bill) 

 

  Fed pays i on Reserve deposits at rate slightly above 

Fed Funds rate.   

 

   RX  has exploded, base has tripled! 

 

  Implications ??? 

  



 

 

 

Most of Base Explosion since 2008 has been Excess Reserves, 

which now pay interest at slightly more than the Fed Funds Rate.   

 

“Net Base” = Base B – Required Reserves RR  

 

                   = Currency C + Excess Reserves RX  

 

Net Base has grown rapidly since 2008 (+25% 2008 to 2011), 

which should be of great concern for inflation.   

 

Optimistically, however, these Excess Reserves represent Financial 

Intermediation on the part of the Fed rather than direct Inflationary 

Finance, and hence may not have the direct inflationary 

implications that Currency does.   
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